
FRONT YARD



Option 1

An ocotillo is the focal point on the right side, while a giant hesperaloe provides height on the left. 

This layout acknowledges that your neighbors tree impacts your yard.



Option 2

There are two Anacacho Orchid trees, these are small trees that flower pink or white. They will like the 

late day protection from the sun provide by the house. 

Purple heart and white or purple lantana are planted in swaths to provide a more lush feel. The dark

green of the Ocahui Agave goes with the Giant Hesperaloe. An Octopus Agave provides some weight in 

the back.

A sculpture provides interest in the front entry corner (not this type of sculpture…but something with 

contrast and weight…probably abstract pending your tastes).



Option 3

The tree is a Cascalote Smoothy (so no spines), like the Anacacho Orchid it will stay small. Argentine 

Giant cactus grow low and fill the front entry side with a Smooth Agave, Chuparosa, and Giant 

Hesperaloe in the back. 

Blue Elf Aloe line the drive and entrance. A Nopal provides height on the left as it can be maintained 

narrow at the bottom and is a bit less hazardous than other columnar cactus…plus it’s edible.



Option 4

This is showing two trees, could be cascalote or the orchid tree (though with the power running there 

a plant with less roots may be best.



BACK YARD



Option 1

Existing palm by kitchen is kept. In order to abide 

by the setbacks of the HOA and city the grill is near 

the pool with a path to the kitchen window and 

dining is on the existing pavered area.

South grass has been cleaned up to allow for trees.

Showing Palo Verdes, but really any smaller (25’ 

diameter) tree would work.

Pros: Uses the existing hardscape and pool fence 

line. Firepit is tucked away and private.

Cons: Lots of paths required to get to the

horseshoe area and firepit.



Option 2

Firepit is pulled in toward the house and the 

hammock takes the remote location behind the 

pool. Plan shows keeping existing palm, 3D shows 

the firepit moved to space it from the house.

BBQ and Dining have been set in front of existing 

patio and the fence has been pushed back.

South grass has been minimized, but is still large 

enough for play.

Pros: Table and BBQ are close to the house door 

and can be more readily accessed. The fence being 

pushed over maximizes the pool side gathering.

Cons: Patio will need to be lined with pool fence, 

or if expanded on will need 3 doors.



Option 3

BBQ and dining are grouped near the kitchen 

window (requires taking out the palm tree).

Firepit is in back. This is showing a chimenea, but a 

fully built in fireplace with wall could also be done 

which would provide more of a focal point and 

finish to that area.

Seating under sail is showing curved couches to 

maximize the space and adirondack chairs.

Horseshoe pit has been moved to south side by 

grass. Would also consider adding a second gate to 

the pool fence to connect the two sides.

Pros: Horsehoe pit will be shaded once trees are 

larger, and it is away from all other gathering/ 

sitting areas (also a con). 

Cons: Formal pergola is very near the shade sail 

which is kind of odd, but it is shown wide and 

could be more narrow, could also be covered with 

sails for consistency.



Option 4

Dining is under attached pergola by interior dining. 

BBQ is under curved area near pool.

Pros: Dining is by kitchen window and BBQ is near 

the door to the house and bar area is very near to 

the pool.

Cons: Access to the eastern end of the horseshoe

pit is awkward. Pergola for BBQ is again close to 

the sail.


